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Collins: The Concept of a Co-operative

The Concept of a Co-operative1
Paul Collins
If writing centers are going to finally be accepted, surely they must be accepted

on their own terms, as places whose primary responsibility, whose only reason for
being, is to talk to writers. That is their heritage, and it stretches back further than

the late 1960s . . . back, in fact, to Athens, where in a busy marketplace a tutor
called Socrates set up the same kind of shop: open to all comers, no fees charged,
offering, on whatever subject a visitor might propose, a continuous dialectic that
is, finally, its own end.

- Stephen North, "The Idea of a Writing Center" (446)
"What makes this apparent success, this fulfillment of my essay's prophecy,
laughable . . . are two factors : scale and image. "

- North, "Revisiting 'The Idea of a Writing Center'" (14)

The Need For A Concept
I feel pangs of both disappointment and recognition when reading the
above quotations. Disappointment, because Stephen North's original vision
for student writing seemed so limitless in possibility and respectful of the

student intellect; recognition, because it has become obvious that writing
centers, while still an integral part of North's vision of a writing community,
are fundamentally unsuited for the full burden that North initially placed on
them. There are only so many hours and staff members available for a writing
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center, and it is simply not possible to address all the writing of all students
all the time. But North did not misjudge what a writing community should
be as much as where it should be. Computer networking has long been able
to create a virtual space of unlimited size. What is still needed is a way to turn

this virtual space into a real world facility. One possibility for North's
Athenian marketplace is in a writing co-operative.

The Roots of the Co-op
Visions of cooperative learning may be found in ancient writings from
Quintilian to the Talmud, and in modern times from Dewey and Parker to
the present (Johnson 1 8). But like North's hearkenings to the Greek agora,
my inspiration for the writing co-operative begins outdoors. In the late
eighteenth century London headmaster Andrew Bell watched children in
Madras writing in the sand with sticks. It occurred to Bell that his own pupils

could use trays of sand as a cheap and reusable writing material. Bell's
colleagues back home weren't keen on children gathered around small
sandboxes, and the idea fell to the wayside. What Bell had unwittingly
discovered, though, was the basic innovation of gathering children together

in the first place (Goodland 23).
Bell's ideas were not unique. English coffeehouses were already in their
heyday, with thousands of "Penny Universities" hosting patrons around the
day's papers to gossip, debate, and strike deals. Many quintessential English
institutions, ranging from Lloyd's of London to the essays of Addison and
Steele, owe their start to these coffeehouse forums. Both Bell's classroom and

English coffeehouses have experienced a rebirth in our own time. Coffeehouses packed with readings and heated conversation have begun spreading
out from Seattle and San Francisco,2 and writing centers are increasingly wellorganized forums for peer tutoring. But perhaps the most exciting development in cooperative learning is computer networking.

Writing co-operatives use this technology to expand the collaborative
learning of writing centers into other school areas. But unlike a centrally
staffed writing center - a facility the co-op works in tandem with - the coop is formless, paperless, appointmentless, and utterly accessible. Campuses

already have de facto co-ops in student centers, undergraduate reading
rooms, computer rooms, etc. The writing co-operative simply unifies the

best ideas of these disunited environments.

What a Co-operative Looks Like
Any technological design is also social design. As such, a co-op faces four

challenges in designing its equipment:
1 . Can computers be integrated into both primary and satellite centers?
2. Can they be structured so that their monitors don't prevent students
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from interacting easily with each other?

3. Can these stations be durable enough for unsupervised 24-hour

environments?

4. What about those who wish to use books, longhand, and other
materials? With computers taking up a table, how are these users kept from
being shut out?

One way around these problems is a "smart desk" - essentially a computer laid flat, with the screen angled up slightly and inlaid into a desk. Full-

size monitors have long been used this way for arcade games, and flat matrix
screens are also a possibility as they become cheaper and more durable. A glass
or Plexiglas tabletop protects the screen, and a thin membrane renders the
keyboard food and drink-proof. These features, combined with a trackball

set into the tabletop, create a zero-footprint computer - i.e., a computer that
takes up no extra room and is impervious to accidents and mild vandalism.
It is, in other words, a computer system that could be left unsupervised almost

anywhere on a campus.

A monochrome screen between fourteen and seventeen inches should be

used; this allows clear enough resolution to reduce eye strain and enough
screen area to show both the document and a pop-up screen without taking
up too much desk space. Ideally, the room should also have indirect lighting

to prevent screen glare, but since smart desks will be deployed in a large
number of locations, this will not always be possible. Having the screen tilted
in the first place also helps avoid the glare that would come from a screen
directly facing overhead lights.3

Although it is likely that smart desks will simply be matched with
whatever chairs are available in a given location, the ideal chair would be a
stenographer's chair: it is padded, durable, easily adjustable in height, and
lacks arm rests or side moldings that can cause discomfort for larger bodies.
Most importantly, it should have caster wheels so that clustered writers can
easily move to look at another writer's screen. The smart desk allows freedom

of movement. No longer forced to choose between a desk for longhand
writing and one for computing, writers can put books and paper on the hard
glass surface of a smart desk. More important for a cooperative approach to
writing, writers can see neighbors and partners as easily as in any coffeehouse.

By networking pods of smart desks across the campus, writers have both
physical and virtual proximity to each other.4

Can the smart desk work? It already does! SFNet, a network of zerofootprint tables connecting dozens of San Francisco cafes, has proven that
these desks can survive cookie crumbs, bumps, scalding coffee, earthquakes,
pounding fists, and just about anything else patrons can dish out. While
SFNet desks sport bulky monitors and lack trackballs or mouse interfaces,
they do prove that with thoughtful design a computer can withstand almost
any environment. In France, a no-frills "Minitel" system - simple terminals
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offering e-mail, ticket bookings, and text access - has had 1 5 million regular

users in homes, businesses, and post offices since 1981. Its durability and
simplicity have proven so successful that the Internet has made comparatively
little headway into the French market.5

Cheap, durable, and easily grouped: perhaps Andrew Bell's longforgotten trays of sand have finally found their place in the schoolhouse.

How a Co-Op Works
A writing co-operative is an active engine for the creation of new writing,

involving all elements of the academic community. It is an environment
which, while planned and managed carefully in its general process, runs in a

decentralized manner at the everyday level. One could call it an "noncenter." This non-center contains a central administration, but its workings

are not directly intrusive or observable. There are no tutors, teachers, or
students; there are only writers. The co-operative revolves around two basic
concepts:

1 . If you need help, ask your neighbors.
2. If your neighbors need help, they ask you.

The base of the co-operative is not one writer, but two. That is, the
writing experience arises from interaction. A co-op assumes that the dissent
of differing perspective is a basis for the development of knowledge. Even less

experienced readers can perceive incongruities and errors which elude a
writer still in the thrall of her own work. Writers won't always have another
reader over their shoulder - co-operation exists in the option of being able to
contact other writers as needed, and even the most experienced co-operative

writers generally find drafting and editing an activity better suited to
individual effort (Rogers and Horton 121). But activities like brainstorming,

planning, proofreading, and revision all benefit markedly from the cooperative option.
There are several ways a co-op can encourage writer interaction. The first

is by simple proximity, something that grouping smart desks into pods
encourages. The second is by virtual proximity or the connection of remote

users in a network. The challenge in virtual proximity is helping users
determine who's out there and which other users they'd like to communicate
with. Most campuses already have two invaluable databases at their disposal:
course registrations and personnel records. If users log in with their student
or faculty ID number, a server can search out specific writers using the system.
A writer in a particular course, for example, can search for students from that

course or discipline, or, with a randomizer, can have the anonymity of a
random respondent. A third option for interactivity would be for the writer
to specifically search for a friend or colleague by name.6
In order to allow writers to work in peace, I'd suggest that the system not
prompt any potential respondent more often than every twenty minutes. A
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writer who responds to an invitation or query would remain available, but a

writer who answers "no" to a help prompt would remain unavailable for
twenty minutes. However, no one should be able to turn off this prompt
function. By using the resources of the co-op, writers have agreed to make

themselves available to the writing community. If writers are allowed to
unilaterally renege on this agreement, cooperation might come grinding to
a halt.

Although networking is the essence of a co-op, writers still initially
experience it as individuals, and so the way the system interacts with each
writer is crucial to its success. Software, then, is an important part of the
writing co-operative I'm describing. Rather than point out specific software

packages, though - information which becomes dated quickly - I'll outline
the major features to look for in co-op software.
Given the unsupervised nature of smart desks, the interface needs to be

as user-friendly as possible. I strongly recommend an icon-based user

interface. New users find this interface far easier to learn than lines of arcane
commands. For an icon interface to work, the writer needs to be able to move
the cursor easily. While most computers use a mouse for this, a trackball (like
the ones designed for arcade games) would work better for a smart desk. Mice

can be stolen or broken too easily, and they take up desk space that could
otherwise be used for books or papers.
After an opening screen where a writer enters his name and ID number,
he might find a screen containing icons for writing, mail, talk, help , and
saved files.7 These icons should be quite large so that both less experienced
trackball users and the physically challenged can easily point and click on the
function they want. The reason these icons can be so large in the first place
is that there are so few of them. As the power and versatility of computers
increase, there is a temptation to load them with more and more options. The
whole basis of the smart desk, though, is simplicity and accessibility. As such,
it should stick to its basic mission of creating and sharing as easily as possible

and should keep its functions to a bare minimum.
Word processing, of course, is the rock upon which a writing cooperative is built. The word processor should be as simple as possible within
an academic setting. That is, it should have one font, four styles (plain, bold,
underlined, italic), a built-in dictionary, page numbering, and pre-set
document specifications. In addition to simplicity, this minimal word
processing program would probably also be quite inexpensive, if not already
available as shareware.

The Help icon should bring up several different areas: New to the Coop?, aQ&A bulletin board, a writing center area, and a sysop mailer. "New
to the Co-op?" can range from a simple set of instructions and guidelines to
a full-blown demonstration program; as always, the emphasis should be on
simplicity. "Questions and Answers" functions as a writer's bulletin board,
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with topics ranging from questions of genre to explanations of campus
resources. The "Writing Center" may include a listing of hours and location

information for the Writing Center, an online group or tutorial, and an
automatic scheduler for arranging meetings with writing center tutors.
Finally, the Help area should also feature a direct e-mail address for
comments to the system administrator.
The Talk function is literally what makes a co-op so cooperative. After
clicking on "Talk", the writer is given four types of other writers to choose
from: Course, Discipline, Friend, and Anyone. Unless she enters "Anyone,"
the writer is then prompted to enter the specific name of a course, discipline,
or friend. If, after being prompted by the server, another writer volunteers
to help, the document on the first writer's screen will be duplicated on the
other writer's screen. The "Talk" function should operate as a pop-up screen
next to or above the word processing screen, thus allowing both parties to
keep the text in view as it is discussed. This screen is a passive one - that is,
while the reader may make suggestions in the pop-up screen, only the writer
can make physical alterations to the text. Once either person chooses to exit
from the dialogue, the server will ask the first writer if she wishes to save a copy

of these comments from the Talk screen.
Saved Files allows writers to save and retrieve their own documents as

well as Mail and Talk documents. The Save screen should provide options
for saving files in both normal and text only versions, so that the file can be

easily e-mailed or compressed into a database. This Save screen may also
contain an Archive icon for saving work to a permanent institutional
database.

Finally, clicking the Mail icon allows writers to send and receive messages
from other student and faculty accounts. T aken together, the Saved Files and
Mail functions are critical components in making co-ops as low-maintenance

and unsupervised as their decentralized structure requires them to be.
Without them, writers need to use printers and floppy drives in order to save

or distribute their work. These components are weak links in a computer
system because they are susceptible to theft and wear. A smart desk equipped

with e-mail and server accounts, though, has virtually no moving parts, and
its bulky mass contains inseparable components hardly worth stealing.

Integrating Co-ops Into the Institution
There are advantages to the use of e-mailed co-op papers that go beyond
the obvious flexibility in revision. If instructor comments come back in the
form of a Talk box - that is, on the pop-up screen separate from the writer's

paper - then a more equitable dialogue is encouraged. The instructor's
comments will appear in the same space and form that writers are accustomed
to from their peers, rather than as pronouncements from the mighty red pen.

More important, the separate screen encourages greater coherence and
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conceptual integrity on the instructor's part, much as it has already been
shown to encourage greater complexity in student responses (Mason 111).
No longer able to simply mark off discrete phrase or sentence-level "errors"
and fragment their commentary into inconclusive musings, instructors will

be more likely to do what they themselves ask of their writers: write in
complete sentences about a topic at the level of conceptual critique.8
But even with more cooperation between writer and instructor, how
likely is cooperation between and among writers themselves? Writers used
to working on their own often have a difficult time working in groups.
They're too possessive of their work and ideas, unable to give or receive
constructive criticism, and unaccustomed to not having total privacy while

they work. With time and practice, though, most students surmount this
distrust of other writers (Boiarsky 61). This is a crucial element in their
education, because the Romantic model of writing - individual writers
toiling in their garrets - simply will not prepare them for a workplace of noisy

cubicles, fluid e-texts, and writing mediated by bosses and committees.
Civilization is by definition a cooperative enterprise, and in an information
age it is becoming even more so. As one technical writer comments, "No one

here loses a job because of incompetence; they lose jobs because they can't
work well with others" (quoted in Ede and Lunsford 66).
A key approach to getting student writers more cooperative is the first-

year composition class, or some equivalent thereof. To expect dramatic
improvement in writing products in one or two semesters is patently absurd,
as writing takes years to develop. Nonetheless, an introductory class can give

students a greater openness to the writing process of group work, field
research, and peer editing. If incoming students are required to take such a
course, co-ops will be vastly more effective.
Incoming graduate students should also have such courses available, with

newly hired faculty members encouraged to sit in. One of the most
destructive conceits among academic professionals is that they already
"know" how to write and don't need anyone else's advice or reaction.
Graduate students and faculty are as liable to be overly possessive of their
writing as anyone. If the writing process is indeed one of continuous growth
and development, then a workshop of peers is as relevant for the graduate as

for the undergraduate. And given all the counterproductive attitudes
towards writing that years of institutional experience have reinforced,
graduates and faculty may need opportunities for interaction even more than
undergraduates, for they are often unaware of (or unwilling to admit) their
problems to a greater extent than many undergraduate writers.

At the other end of the spectrum is the possibility of too much
cooperation - or, more accurately, unattributed cooperation in the form of
plagiarism. Any tool that increases the amount of writing will also increase
the amount of writing abuses. But it's already easy for writers to plagiarize -
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or at least try to. I doubt whether making it easier will entice away previously
honest writers. If anything, the fact that this information is being entered
into a database - one where an instructor can cross-reference a classroom full

of papers - makes it more likely that such cheating could be detected. What

is more likely in a co-operative is inadvertent plagiarism. As it is, even
professionals are often unsure of how to cite material from computer
networks. Establishing and publicizing clear school policies on plagiarism is

essential for a network.

Along with the security of original ideas, the security of the computers
themselves must be considered. A writing co-op is a closed local system; that
is, it has a fairly permanent and unchanging set of applications, very few disk
drives, and few or no Internet connections. Because of this, it should be much
more secure than most computer networks. Still, anti-viral programs should

be installed at all disk drive sites on campus, and all disks should be
automatically scanned upon entry.
A more likely break in computer security will be in the form of the
unauthorized use of computer accounts. Though closed to the outside, the
co-op's open internal structure makes it vulnerable to abuse by its own
writers. I have suggested that writers log in with their name and social security
number. This arrangement has many advantages: it is less threatening to new
writers, it remains virtually impossible for these writers to forget their entry
codes, it simplifies the server's tracking and matching of users, and the use of

actual names insures a certain level of etiquette. The potential for abuse,
though, resides in this very simplicity and trust. By logging in to another

writer's account, someone could remove the writer's files or falsely post
offensive messages.
The openness of the co-op is one of its greatest strengths, and making

access anything less than direct would damage it to the core. A certain
amount of security can be insured simply by reminding writers not to
needlessly reveal their social security number, and also by having the central
server keep a running tab of log-ins to help track down any known abuses.
The co-op relies upon the same code of honor that schools have always relied

upon. Whether or not a school wishes to specify unauthorized account use
as a separate offense or as part of the existing honor code is, of course, an
administrative matter.
Finally, students should be encouraged to at least occasionally save their

files from their online account onto disk at one of the campus computer
centers. This practice greatly limits the potential damage that a break-in
could wreak on their account. Many campuses already have at least one
existing computer room designated as a 24-hour resource; these highly
accessible rooms would be the ideal location for floppy drives linked into the
writing co-op.9
But even with the most ideal balance of cooperation and curriculum, co-
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operatives cannot handle all the needs of the writing process. There will
always be students who, due to second language interference, previous work
with a favorite tutor, learning difficulties, or a simple preference for direct
tutorial, will require the kind of face-to-face assistance that only a writing
center can provide. Furthermore, the central space of a writing center serves
as focus for the teacher training and writing workshop functions that many
such centers perform. The co-op by no means supplants the writing center.

It works in tandem with it, and their partnership can be even further
strengthened by electronically linking the two's resources - for example, by
arranging appointments and distributing tip sheets through the co-op's Help
section, and by using the co-op in the writing center's own group-oriented
activities. An increasing number of writing centers already have an online
assistance area or a page on the World Wide Webē The co-op could be linked
to these through a dedicated link - that is, a preset icon that will only link the
student into the online writing resources, and not into the Internet.

Supporting the Co-operative
So who foots the bill?

The immediate creation of a co-operative would indeed involve a large
initial outlay of funds for a campus. But in the long run, this system could
prove more cost effective than the desktop personal computers that are the

mainstay of most campus computing. PCs, since they typically contain a
floppy drive, are far more prone to breakdowns than terminals. Furthermore,

PC hardware and software feature planned obsolescence.10 The situation of
most computer buyers recalls this Stephen Crane poem:

I saw a man pursuing the horizon;
Round and round they sped.

I was disturbed at this;
I accosted the man.
"It is futile," I said,
"You can never - "

"You lie," he cried,
And ran on.

And so we chase the ever-receding horizon of the Latest Product and its
ever-escalating "upgrades." Computer marketing is progress-oriented rather
than need-oriented, for a product is only truly obsolete when it no longer
meets a user's needs - not simply because a manufacturer or other users have

newer and more advanced models. The invention of word processing and
networking in itself represents a tremendous leap in productivity and
potential over older pen and typewriter writing tools - but after this initial
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leap, the returns diminish to an extent that does not justify the time and

expense of continual upgrades.11 The co-op is based on user-friendly
networked word processing, a technology that already exists. It is the
fundamental existence of this technology, and not the latest pull-down menu
options, that make a co-op tick. Progress in a co-op comes not in the latest
software gimmickry, but in the increased use and usefulness of a system that
accrues through the familiarity of generations of institutional users.
If a co-op's hardware and software are carefully purchased in the initial

outlay, it may require no additional funding beyond routine maintenance
and administration. But to maintain whatever continued funding is still
needed, co-ops will need proof that they are indeed being used. Fortunately,
this is simple to prove with computers. Servers can readily count everything

from log-ins, documents, and co-operative chats, to the total number of
keystrokes entered. All this data can be translated into the numbers, charts,

and graphs so beloved by bureaucrats.
These statistics work well when used in conjunctions with brief automatic questionnaires - one given at the student's first log-in and another
after a semester of use. Questions may include previous computer experience, comfort using computers, and how much the writer expects to use them
in the coming semester. The follow-up questionnaire should also ask if users
have made any contacts with other writers through the system, and how they
value these contacts. Such contacts are crucial to the retention of new

students, particularly amid the alienating enormity of many school popula-

tions. Not only do these questionnaires provide statistical data, but the
addition of written comments lends vivid proof of the co-op's role in
developing and retaining a community of new writers.
But how can these new writers be made aware of co-ops in the first place?

Unlike many campus resources, co-ops have the advantage of being widespread and obvious. Rather than being tucked in the corner of an academic
building, smart desks have a campus-wide presence. Screen-savers on these

desks could alternate between advertisements for the writing center and
invitations to passersby to sit down at the smart desk and take it for a spin.
Play being a crucial aspect of learning, the desks themselves should be colorful
and inviting enough for writers to simply sit at them and tinker.12
A concerted effort should also be made to include faculty members in this
co-operative community. Because of its simplicity, a co-op may appeal even
to those members who are more typically wary of using a campus's computer

resources. Workshops, perhaps arranged through individual departments,
are an effective way to ease faculty into trying out the co-op. However, new
writers should never be made to feel that they need to attend a workshop in

order to use the co-op at all. The openness of a co-operative is one of its
greatest strengths, and writers should always feel free to try out a smart desk
regardless of their previous experience.
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Much of this promotional and staff coordination work will come at the
start-up of a program. Once writers start using the co-operative, word-ofmouth might bear much of the burden. Nonetheless, keeping a co-operative

network fresh and vital always requires an openness to new users and a
commitment to introducing them to all the resources available.

A Conclusion In Which Nothing is Concluded
The writing co-operative, working in conjunction with a campus writing
center and a curriculum of collaborative learning, may indeed bring writers
much closer to the ideal of the open agora of discourse. But in outlining the
concept of this co-operative, I've avoided giving overly specific prescriptions
regarding hardware, software, or administrative details; after all, the needs of
each individual school will dictate these in ways that no article can predict.
Still, there are a number of questions that follow from the concept that

I've proposed. What implications do increased collaboration have for the
writing produced at a school? How will instructors and administrators need

to take these changes into account? Exactly how will these facilities be
financed? Do co-operative models have applications outside the academy,
and how may academic co-ops be connected to the larger co-operative
network of the Internet? How will emerging technological innovations alter
or advance the model of the co-operative?
To ask questions may be a strange way to conclude. But like many openended and collaborative conversations on co-operative networks themselves,
perhaps not concluding at all is the most fruitful conclusion of all.

Notes
ll received helpful critiques on early outlines of this paper from members

of the WCENTER e-mail list, and responses on later drafts from Paula
Gillespie, Neal Lerner, Charles Montgomery, and Ira Shor. Many thanks
also to the WCJ reviewers for their responses.
2These coffeehouses typically charged a penny admission, two pence for

coffee, and offered free newspapers. Unlike the later private gentlemen's
clubs that replaced them, the coffeehouses were open to anyone (Ellis 185).
Ayton Ellis's The Penny Universities gives a good account of this coffeehouse
culture.
3According to Peter Jorgensen, at least one optometrist has claimed that

the eyes naturally close-focus (six feet and less) when staring down, as
opposed to the much longer focus (up to infinity) that they take when looking
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up. A screen set into the desk would therefore cause less strain on the eyes
than the typical desktop monitor.

These desk-mounted monitors are already being used or tested at the
University of Maryland, the University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire, and
SUNY at Buffalo. For more information, also consult the "Vertically
Challenged" thread on FACSUP-L listserv e-mail list, from the week of April
10, 1995.

4Asymmetrical pods of four desks could be modeled after news room
"bullpens" (Boiarsky 53). Individual desks could be useful in low-noise
locations like a library.
5Although the Minitel probably will eventually be incorporated into the
Internet, its low cost and simplicity have allowed it survive far longer than any

comparable online service (Glass Dl). SFNet can be contacted at P.O. Box
460693, San Francisco CA 94146, (415) 695-9824. Their network can be
dialed into at (415) 824-8747.
6Using student or personnel files brings up the matter of privacy. But if
the server uses this information without actually distributing it (i.e., giving
out the names), then privacy is not infringed upon. A fine distinction, but

a legal one.

7Heuristic and grammar programs are of dubious value, so I've not
included either in this group. Heuristic programs are usually built in a
decontextualized and condescending manner that no experienced writer
would ever use. Grammar programs read documents completely out of
context, routinely giving advice that runs roughshod over the everyday poetry

inherent in even the most mundane texts. Experienced writers might be able
to sort the good advice from the bad, but for most writers these grammar
checkers are worse than useless.
8While many faculty welcome the flexibility that electronic text offers,
some will resist this technology. While these faculty members are always free

to request papers on hard copy, another option is simply to route all papers
from this instructor's account into a central or departmental printer. From
there, the papers could be collated, stapled, and sent to the instructor through
interoffice mail.

9This system of floppy-less computers linked into 24-hour computer
room servers is already in use at the University of Maryland, according to
Ellen Yu Borkowski, their coordinator of instructional technology.
10As of this writing, the computer industry is beginning to respond to this

problem. The computer giant Oracle is developing an "NC" - a low cost
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"network computer" stripped down to the basic components of a word
processor, networking software, and a simple interface (Pelline Bl).
1 !There certainly are specific departments which have a need for increasingly powerful computers, for their entire disciplines have been built around

the use of these tools. Still, my point holds for the purposes of a campus
writing network. There needs to be a chicken in every pot before we grasp
for the latest desserts.
12Have fun with the appearance of smart desks! Unleash art students on

them, let preschoolers finger-paint them, or bring paints and decoupage
materials to an introductory meeting/dormitory pizza night. The writing
community should be encouraged to see these desks as their own, not as
forbidding institutional property.
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